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Aster Set - Flower Essences for Hospice Care !

The Aster Set assists in issues of death and dying. These essences help the individual 
and family members connect to higher values and energies during the transition 
process. They provide an opportunity to make the journey out of this life peaceful, 
conscious and loving. !
Standard dosage ~ 3 drops 3x/day !

*     *     *     *     * !
Aster Blend - A combination of Bushy Violet Aster, Bushy White Aster, Small White 
Aster and Wood Aster; enables family members and loved ones to participate more 
deeply and fully in the dying process of another !
Bushy Violet Aster - Helps to lessen fear at the threshold; eases confusion and the 
denial of death; for fear of being lost, alone or forsaken; helps release attachments to 
fear !
Bushy White Aster - Purifies the emotional body of desires; eases lust, greed and 
wanting and lessens any orientation towards materialism; assuages spiritual fears !
Pink Aster - Purifies the emotional body of anger, hatred, prejudice, blame and 
resentment; resolves old rage in the psyche and helps us make amends with enemies; 
for those who dwell on revenge !
Purple Aster - For purifying the mental and emotional body of arrogance and the 
illusion of superiority; helps us come to terms with presumptions of spiritual 
entitlement; for karmic insecurity !
Rough-Leafed Violet Aster - Enables us to let go of attachments and surrender the self 
to the divine; for those who hold on or have been in a coma for a long time; supports 
those who fight the transition process !



Small White Aster - For those who know they will pass on; eases shock, grief and self-
pity; strengthens our certainty in our relationship to the divine and helps prepare the 
soul for travel !
Wood Aster - For whose who have lived a long life; relieves loneliness, depression and 
despair; softens yearnings, longings and sadness; helps us accept the limitations of 
aging and instills a strength to remain in the body; strengthens psychic connections to 
those on the other side !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Delta Gardens makes no claims that the essences in the Aster Set can affect any physical, mental or 
emotional healing. For more information about the Aster Set, contact us at: info@deltagardens.com / 

603.601.6929. !!
Visit us online and order our essences at: deltagardens.com 
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